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Reserved for those who enjoy the finer things in life, luxury 
travel is something that Swain Destinations specializes in. 
Lakeside cottages, bush retreats, beachfront oases and one-
of-a-kind experiences are just the beginning of your luxury 
travel experience. Whether it be the accommodations, service, 
experiences or cuisine, the definition of luxury transforms to 
meet your individual tastes. 

This collection of luxury properties blends unique 
accommodations with unrivaled destinations. They afford 
you the opportunity to immerse yourself in the rich flavors of 
the local culture and environment, and to be captivated by the 
magic of their surroundings. The memories of everyday life, 
and the hustle and bustle of the world you came from melt 
away as you wake up each day in dream-like settings. Days 
will be spent indulging in fresh local cuisines, reveling in the 
uniqueness of your surroundings, only to be paired perfectly 
with locally produced wines and spirits each evening. 

Our collection of luxury properties around the world is 
guaranteed to surpass every expectation you could ever 
imagine. I welcome you to step into a world of total customized 
and luxury travel with Swain Destinations.

Happy Travels,

Ian Swain 
President & Owner

 A letter from the President

Co-founders Ian and Linda Swain
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Swain Destinations
E x p e r i e n c e

A trip with Swain Destinations is more than just a 
vacation; it is a total travel experience. Our dynamic 
Swain Destinations team is made up of specialists who 
have lived, worked, studied, and in many instances, 
were born in the countries to where they tailor travel 
adventures every day. From native Australians to 
Zimbabweans, we share a passion and commitment to 
providing our travelers with our own local knowledge 
and exceptional service to ensure that every individual 
enjoys a journey of a lifetime. 

During all of our trips, we ensure that our travelers 
have peace of mind on the ground through our network 
of support offices and partnerships with our preferred 
suppliers. With Swain Destinations, you are looked 
after every step of the way.

Whether celebrating a special occasion such as a milestone 
anniversary, planning the ultimate family getaway, 
or simply looking to go on a one-of-a-kind vacation, 
traveling with Swain Destinations means a personalized 
experience from start to finish. We treat all of our Swain 
Destinations travelers with an extraordinary level of 
care and service to ensure an incredible experience, no 
matter where your journey takes you.

T h e
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Private Touring and Transfers

Experience new and exciting destinations in privacy 
and style. Step away from the crowds and wander off the 
beaten path as local experts and guides escort you on a 
private travel experience throughout some of the world’s 
most intriguing sites and attractions. Enjoy the privacy 
and flexibility of arrangements organized just for you.

7

Fully Customized Itineraries

Each Swain Destinations itinerary is handcrafted 
to your unique personal interests, style and budget.  
With you as the director, we will incorporate a 
variety of accommodation and activities to inspire 
you throughout your journey, providing you with an 
enriching travel experience.

Land and Air Arrangements

Our Travel Consultants professionally navigate the 
changing world of international airfares, allowing 
you to include international and domestic airfares to 
create a complete travel package. Combining land and 
air arrangements allows for a seamless and worry-free 
experience from start to finish.  

Upgraded and Personalized Services

Through our long-lasting relationships with our 
supplier partners throughout the world, travelers 
experience enhanced levels of service throughout each 
vacation. Enjoy upgraded room types, complimentary 
amenities and world-class service.

Insider Knowledge

Comprised of destination experts, many of which hail 
from the locations to which they curate itineraries, 
our Travel Consultants intimately know the ins-and-
outs of our exotic locations, providing you with a 
comfortable and reliable travel planning process. 

Luxury Lodge Experts

Swain Destinations was an early adopter of the Luxury 
Lodge programs throughout the world. Knowing 
our travelers want the ultimate in luxury, we have 
developed customized itineraries incorporating these 
properties, allowing for truly exceptional experiences.  
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Naturally diverse, culturally immersive and brimming 
with energy and hospitality, Australia offers captivating 
new experiences to even the most savvy of travelers. 
Alongside the variety of adventures, you will find 
luxurious escapes set at the feet of iconic landmarks, 
nestled among ancient rainforests, secluded along 
private beaches, and towering over dramatic cliff sides. 
In Australia, the luxury accommodations are as diverse 
as the country itself.

Cultivated within these luxury accommodations 
are exceptional food and wine experiences with a 
foundation in local ingredients, experimental techniques 
and the highest quality of skill. Australia is renowned 
for award-winning chefs and culinary feats, creating 
unique opportunities and dining experiences that you 
may incorporate within your customized itinerary.

australia
l u x u r y

11
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Bamurru Plains
 Mary River Floodplains, Northern Territory

Bamurru Plains is Australia’s answer to the Okavango 
Delta. These coastal floodplains are home to prolific 
birds and wildlife, while nearby Kakadu National Park 
and Arnhem Land are the heartland of Australia’s 
indigenous culture. This is the ultimate setting for a 
mesmerizing wilderness experience. Nine safari suites 
blend seamlessly with the surrounding bush and focus 
on key luxury comforts with supremely comfortable 
accommodations, innovative cuisine and premium 
wines. Bamurru Plains is a luxury haven that allows you 
to closely connect with the unique Top End wilderness.

Bamurru Plains offers one of Australia’s richest wildlife 
experiences, with tens of thousands of Magpie Geese 
mingling with kites, egrets, herons and buffalo on 
the floodplains. Kookaburras, parrots, cockatoos and 
agile wallabies also inhabit the fringing woodlands. In 
the heat of the day, relax in the pool looking out over 
the floodplains as buffalo graze. In the evening, sit 
back with a sundowner and enjoy the soft ‘Wild Bush 
Luxury’ touches. 

Bamurru Plains is the perfect place to enjoy a 
true Aussie outback experience. Sit back and 
relax as you observe nature in its element as 
herds of buffalo roam freely, passing right in 
front of your room’s private terrace.

why we love this property
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Crystalbrook Lodge
  Crystalbrook, Queensland

Hidden in the rugged outback of North Queensland, 
this secret outback mecca is an oasis of luxury perched 
over the spectacular Crystalbrook Lake. Only a 
40-minute flight from Cairns, the lodge is in the remote 
outback bush and is part of the historic 85,000 acre 
Crystalbrook Station.

Accommodating only 10 guests, the lodge is a private 
retreat from which to explore the outback wilderness.  
Outdoor dining, in a stunning setting overlooking 
the lake, or under a perennially clear sky filled with 
stars, features a menu offering the best of the rich local 
produce of the region. Enjoy dishes highlighting tropical 
fruits and vegetables from the Atherton Tablelands, 
wild barramundi cod and grass-fed beef.

The overall ambiance of the lodge offers an exclusive 
and serene setting. The lake is home to a staggering 
range of wildlife including birds, freshwater crocodiles 
and fish; a true nature lover’s paradise. Guests can 
spend days on the lake or riverside, exploring the bush 
wilderness or just enjoying the serenity and stillness of 
the outback on the lodge’s private manicured grounds. 

Crystalbrook is the ultimate outback mecca 
for nature lovers and fishermen, with 
countless outdoor activities to indulge in 
while enjoying outstanding furnishings and 
accommodations, a true luxury wildlife oasis.

why we love this property
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Emirates Wolgan
 Valley Resort & Spa
 Blue Mountains, New South Wales

Carefully situated between two national parks and 
spread out along the base of towering cliffs, Emirates 
Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa is set within its own private 
conservation and wildlife reserve. Encompassing 40 
freestanding luxury suites, each with its own private 
terrace and swimming pool, the property uses today's 
cutting edge technology and yet perfectly echoes the 
original heritage architecture of the region. The main 
homestead offers distinctive dining, luxury facilities 
and the standalone Timeless Spa.

The property borders the Greater Blue Mountains 
World Heritage region, less than 3 hours by road, or 45 
minutes by helicopter, from Sydney. Heralding a new era 
of conservation-based luxury in Australia, the carbon-
neutral resort actively protects its surrounding habitat 
and indigenous wildlife species while delivering the first-
class standards and quality expected in luxury resorts.

The seclusion of Emirates Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa 
creates a natural sanctuary where guests can immerse 
themselves in a haven of Australian wildlife led by 
experienced field guides. The very special natural, 
cultural and scenic values of the Blue Mountains are 
best exhibited through a range of nature based activities 
including four wheel drives, heritage interpretive tours, 
nature walks, wildlife spotting and horse riding.

Truly unique, Emirates Wolgan Valley is one 
of the few places in Australia that you can 
spot an Albino Wallaroo in its natural habitat.

why we love this property
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Longitude 131°
 Uluru (Ayers Rock), Northern Territory

Timeless and enriching, Longitude 131° lies at the 
gateway of the World Heritage-listed wilderness of 
Uluru–Kata Tjuta National Park. Located in the heart 
of Australia and facing majestic Uluru, Longitude 131° 
offers a uniquely personal experience within fifteen 
luxury tents offering commanding views of the outback 
icon and surrounding ochre-toned desert.

Explore Uluru and Kata Tjuta and discover an expansive 
living cultural landscape, rich in history. Whether you 
spend your time learning of the ancient culture of the 
traditional owners, or exploring the stunning flora and 
fauna with expert guides, this irresistible land will 
make your senses come alive.

As the sun sets, indulge in dining experiences not soon 
forgotten. Enjoy contemporary cuisine within the main 
Longitude 131° Dune House or under the spectacular 
desert night sky at Table 131°, where dinner is paired 
with the finest wines under a glittering canopy of 
stars. Longitude 131° offers a completely unique 
and amazing experience of discovery of Australia’s 
incredible outback.

Longitude 131⁰ is the only outback property 
where you can enjoy unobstructed views of 
Uluru (Ayers Rock) from the privacy of your 
own luxury tent.

why we love this property
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 One&Only 
 Hayman Island
 Great Barrier Reef, Queensland

Forming part of the Whitsunday Islands, a stretch of 
tropical coastline internationally recognized as one of 
the world’s most beautiful beaches, One&Only Hayman 
Island offers a front row seat to the Great Barrier Reef 
and a world of leisure and adventure.

One&Only Hayman Island offers elegant resort living 
in beautifully appointed rooms, suites, villas and 
penthouses, nestled amongst expansive pools, lush 
gardens and two kilometers of pristine white sand 
beach. The accommodations are located in three distinct 
areas of the resort, each different in style and ambiance, 
designed to take advantage of the breathtaking views of 
the island and its natural surroundings.

Innovative cuisine in a variety of restaurants presents 
a range of culinary experiences, and the Great Barrier 
Reef provides the perfect setting for exciting activities, 
or complete relaxation in the tranquility of the exclusive 
One&Only Spa. 

The experience of One&Only Hayman Island is one 
with a superb attention to detail and a warm and 
professional approach to delivering an enjoyable and 
memorable stay at this special place in the world. 

For a truly unique and relaxing experience, 
enjoy a massage while floating on the 
turquoise sea. Relaxation is imminent as you 
breathe in the fresh air and listen to the sound 
of the tide changing beneath you.

why we love this property
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 qualia, Great 
 Barrier Reef
Hamilton Island, Queensland

A unique Australian expression of world-class luxury 
and an outstanding example of design, qualia is 
perfectly situated on the secluded northernmost tip of 
Hamilton Island, and surrounded by the unsurpassed 
beauty of the Great Barrier Reef. 

qualia immerses you in a tranquil atmosphere, while 
being fanned by gentle island breezes and pampered  
with personalized and intuitive service. qualia’s sun-
drenched northern position provides the ideal location 
to appreciate the passing beauty of each day. 

Guests may indulge and unwind at the stunning 
Spa qualia, which offers an authentically Australian 
spa menu, incorporating treatments to rebalance the 
synergy between mind and body.

A variety of available amenities allow you to take 
advantage of the stunning surroundings in full. 
Guests receive priority access to Australia’s only 
island championship golf course, the Hamilton Island 
Golf Club, extraordinary Great Barrier Reef diving, 
and sailing through the Whitsunday Passage. Yet, 
if relaxation is the goal, qualia will take guests to a 
secluded beach for a gourmet picnic for two.

Your perception of privacy and romance is 
redefined as you sail off to your very own 
private island for a beach picnic; just you, the 
sun, sand and a gourmet prepared lunch.

why we love this property
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Saffire Freycinet
 Coles Bay, Tasmania

Saffire Freycinet is a luxury coastal sanctuary located 
on Tasmania’s East Coast that delivers sophisticated, 
intimate style and an inspirational experience. Discreetly 
positioned overlooking the Hazards mountains, 
Freycinet Peninsula, and the pristine waters of Great 
Oyster Bay, Saffire Freycinet blends mankind and 
nature with breathtaking beauty.

Featuring 20 luxurious suites, an exclusive day spa, 
restaurant, guest lounge and bar, this stylish experience 
is a celebration of the art of service, internal and external 
well-being, local culinary delights, ancient landscapes 
and abundant wildlife.

Saffire Freycinet's cuisine confirms that innovative 
dining does not have to compromise the true flavors 
of the freshest local produce. From breakfast, through 
to a gourmet degustation or an a la carte dinner, guests 
can customize their dining experiences to suit all tastes 
and schedules. 

If guests are seeking relaxation, well-being can be 
restored at the award-winning spa or on-site gym. From 
the breathtaking backdrop, to the exclusive dining and 
well-planned facilities, a stay at Saffire Freycinet is one of 
Australia’s most spellbinding luxury experiences.

Take to the sea for a true Tasmanian 
experience. Arriving at a table set up in 
the shallow bay of a local oyster farm, you 
will wade in the water and learn about the 
oysters before picking and sampling the 
delicacy straight from the water.

why we love this property
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 Silky Oaks Lodge
 Mossman, Queensland

Experience the soothing sights and sounds of the 
Queensland rainforest at the exceptional Silky Oaks Lodge. 
Nestled on the edge of the World Heritage-listed Daintree 
National Park, the lodge blends casual and contemporary 
design, amongst tranquil tropical surrounds. 

The  accommodations consist of treehouses, riverhouses 
and suites, each featuring wide verandas and sunken 
spa baths. Enjoy fresh local produce and fine Australian 
wines at the Tree House Restaurant, one of Northern 
Queensland's premier dining experiences. This unique 
open-sided restaurant features unobstructed and 
elevated rainforest and river views.

Located close to Port Douglas and situated perfectly on 
the Mossman River Gorge, this lodge provides the perfect 
base for exploring the Great Barrier Reef, Atherton 
Tablelands, Cape Tribulation and the Daintree River. 

Take a relaxing stroll along the lush riverbanks, explore 
the local area by bike, paddle a canoe on the Mossman 
River or join a guided rainforest walk. Whichever 
pursuit you choose, each activity immerses you in the 
surroundings of this one-of-a-kind rainforest retreat. 

Spend a day on a guided Aboriginal 
experience learning about the local flora and 
culture, before spearfishing mudcrabs for a 
traditional Aussie lunch.

why we love this property
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 Southern Ocean 
Lodge
Hanson Bay, South Australia

It’s hard to imagine a more compassionate or sensational 
tribute to the wild beauty of Kangaroo Island than 
Southern Ocean Lodge. From its cliff-top position, the 
celebrated retreat combines glorious isolation, sensitive 
design and coastal glamour, promising an unforgettable 
blend of contemporary luxury and pure nature.

The Great Room offers guests the perfect place to 
plan the day ahead, enjoy exceptional island-inspired 
dining in the restaurant, or have a relaxed drink at the 
casual open bar with an impressive collection of South 
Australian wines.

Featuring floor-to-ceiling glass, sandblasted limestone 
floors, and plush bespoke furnishings, suites are 
impeccably modern and each welcomes breathtaking 
views of the great Southern Ocean, offering a true 
and unique sense of place. The secluded Southern Spa 
features signature treatments with Kangaroo Island 
botanicals to relax and rejuvenate.

Exceptional guided adventures allow guests to 
experience the pristine landscapes and abundant 
wildlife on Australia’s own Galapagos first-hand; a walk 
amongst sea lions or a close encounter with a kangaroo, 
‘canape’ in hand.

Each suite is perfectly situated to ensure you 
always have an unobstructed view of the 
expansive ocean horizon while never seeing 
another guest; taking privacy and seclusion to 
another level.

 why we love this property
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The Louise
Barossa Valley, South Australia

The Louise, an idyllic luxury vineyard retreat 
encompassing acclaimed restaurant Appellation, is 
situated on a gentle hill surrounded by endless acres 
of vines, offering breathtaking vistas across the world-
renowned Barossa Valley.

Just 15 luxuriously appointed suites, each with its own 
courtyard and terrace, provide guests with complete 
privacy. The look is soft and contemporary; with 
inspired design themes that highlight unique artwork 
as a focus throughout the property.

Casual and elegant are the hallmarks of destination 
restaurant Appellation at The Louise, where an inspired 
culinary team guides one of Australia’s finest regional 
dining venues. Understated, informed service and 
an intimate ambiance complement a menu focused 
on locally sourced produce. The daily changing five-
course Chef’s Tasting Menu has garnered regional, state 
and national awards and recognition.

Home to more than one hundred wineries and over 70 
premium and boutique cellar doors, the Barossa region 
showcases world-class wine tasting and memorable 
food and wine experiences; the ultimate way to 
experience luxury in Australia.

Spend an early morning in the Barossa 
Valley having breakfast with Kangaroos. 
Enjoy a picnic breakfast with champagne as 
Kangaroos graze and hop around you. 

why we love this property
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new zealand
l u x u r y

Experience the finest accommodations in one of 
the world’s most serene and comfortable settings. 
Comprised of two naturally diverse islands, New 
Zealand maintains an allure of an untouched, uncharted 
world. New Zealand’s famed hospitality immerses you 
in the destination and culture immediately upon arrival. 
Friendly faces and inviting personalities surround you 
throughout your New Zealand adventure.

The North Island is considered the gateway to this 
charming country. Rich history and heritage are waiting 
to be discovered as you climb to the peaks of majestic 
hilltops, sail through peaceful harbors and explore 
famed movie sets. Wildlife surrounds you throughout 
the island, and award-winning wineries and gourmet 
foods are found in abundance for your indulgence.

The South Island of New Zealand is home to some of the 
country’s most rugged scenery and active experiences. 
Here, you are able to embrace the urge for adventure, 
pushing yourself to the limits with bungee jumping, 
heli-skiing, and jet boating. For those seeking total 
relaxation and luxurious pampering, you will find 
yourself in paradise with a variety of award-winning 
spas, awe-inspiring scenic overlooks, private residences 
on secluded hillsides and extravagant dining delights. 
A country encompassing a wide array of offerings, 
New Zealand welcomes every type of traveler for an 
unforgettable travel experience.
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Blanket Bay
 Glenorchy, South Island

This magnificent lodge offers up facilities and 
accommodations that eclipse the best New Zealand has 
to offer. Blanket Bay is ideally positioned on the shores 
of Lake Wakatipu, accompanied by quintessential 
South Island lake and mountain views.

The journey to Blanket Bay is one of New Zealand’s 
most spectacular lakeside drives, just 25 miles from 
Queenstown. Alternatively, soar over the beautiful 
landscape with a twelve minute helicopter transfer from 
Queenstown Airport to the front door of Blanket Bay.

Indulge in the delicacies of the region with a la carte 
dining that reflects Pacific Rim cuisine, served in one of 
three dining rooms, or outside on the terrace. Whichever 
you choose, all offer spectacular furnishings and are 
complemented with authentic log burning fireplaces. 

The five Lodge Rooms and seven Lodge and Chalet 
Suites are all beautifully appointed and feature 
spectacular lake views. Fishing the nearby Greenstone 
and Caples rivers, and heli-excursions to Milford Sound, 
jet boating, and heli-skiing in the winter months are just 
a few of the many available activities.

Set in the adventure capital of the world, 
Blanket Bay offers a handful of thrilling 
activities for the general outdoorsman and 
thrill seeker inside us all.

why we love this property
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Eagles Nest
 Bay of Islands, North Island

Eagles Nest is a world-class retreat overlooking the 
spectacular Bay of Islands. Nestled into an extravagantly 
beautiful island-like peninsula along a ridgeline that 
drops into a valley, reminiscent of a huge nest, the 
property was designed and furnished in an eclectic 
international contemporary style.

Within easy walking distance of the historic village 
of Russell, the estate offers five multi-award winning 
luxury villas, four of which offer their own private 
heated infinity lap pool. Culinary resources, including 
fabulous resident chefs, a superb wine cellar and fresh 
locally sourced foods allow for memorable dining 
experiences in your own villa.

Each villa at Eagles Nest expresses an instinctive 
attraction to the water and embody the height of 
luxury. The constantly changing skies and ocean, the 
boats, wildlife, sunrises and sunsets are a spectacular 
magnet. The different colors and tones and the sound 
of the waves and bird life attract us to the essence of 
life, nature and serenity. The villas at Eagles Nest are 
the perfect balance and antidote to the hectic, modern, 
urban lifestyle.

Four of the five luxury villas offer their own 
private, heated infinity edged lap pool; the 
ultimate way to enjoy a spectacular view 
of the Bay of Islands while indulging in 
complete privacy.

why we love this property
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Grasmere Lodge
 Arthur’s Pass, South Island

A high country retreat, Grasmere Lodge is a place 
where luxury and natural splendor come together in 
the heart of the Southern Alps. Located 90 minutes west 
of Christchurch, en route to the west coast glaciers and 
Queenstown, lies this opulent property. Bordered on 
one side by Arthur's Pass National Park, and the other 
by Craigieburn State Forest Park, the area surrounding 
the lodge offers a wide range of hiking trails and 
outstanding scenery.

Established in 1858, Grasmere Lodge has grown into 
a 43,000-acre sheep station and a uniquely luxurious 
property. Allowing for a maximum of only 26 guests, 
Grasmere Lodge is the New Zealand equivalent of 
an English country house, a place where an intimate 
number of guests can receive personal attention, relax, 
and can get to know each other. The luxury lodge 
offers not only spectacular accommodations, but 
simultaneously indulges in a richness of traditional 
New Zealand hospitality.

The true focus at Grasmere is relaxation. Whether you 
want to escape city life by expending energy, or indulge 
in leisurely activities, Grasmere will endeavor to make 
any arrangements necessary so that you can truly enjoy 
the lodge’s spectacular surroundings.

The setting is simply pristine. Surrounded by 
the powerful Southern Alps, Grasmere offers 
a secluded feel in a dreamlike environment.

why we love this property
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Hapuku Lodge
 and Tree Houses
 Kaikoura, South Island 

Located where the mountain range meets the sea, 
Hapuku Lodge and Tree Houses is a luxurious and  
relaxing retreat less than ten miles north of the renowned 
eco-marine town of Kaikoura.

A contemporary country lodge, Hapuku Lodge and Tree 
Houses is composed of five luxury tree houses set 30 feet 
up in the canopy of native Kanuka. The property features 
four luxury Lodge Suites and the Olive House suite. 

Big, yawning windows open onto spectacular views of 
Kaikoura’s stately mountains and surf-washed Pacific 
coastline, a dramatic feature boasted by each suite. All 
rooms are presented with beautiful, handcrafted furniture, 
European-style bathrooms with raindrop showerheads 
offering stylish, romantic and relaxing accommodation.

At the heart of the lodge experiences lies a passion for 
exceptional food and wine. Ingredients are sourced from 
the lodge’s own herb and vegetable gardens, as well as 
local market gardens. There is also an abundance of 
activities to partake in throughout the surrounding area. 
From water adventures like whale and dolphin sighting, 
and swimming with seals, to helicopter excursions and 
skiing in the winter months, your stay at Hapuku is 
only enhanced by the many offerings available to the 
lodge’s guests. 

In a truly one-of-a-kind location, your tree 
house affords spectacular ocean views on 
one side and vistas of the ranges on the other, 
creating the perfect contrast of land and sea.

why we love this property
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Matakauri Lodge
 Queenstown, South Island

Situated on the banks of Lake Wakatipu, just minutes 
from the heart of Queenstown, Matakauri Lodge 
is a small luxury boutique hotel with lodge-style 
accommodation offering the perfect spot for a private 
hideaway retreat. Nestled in one of the world’s most 
serenely beautiful landscape settings yet just minutes 
from the attractions of Queenstown and all the outdoor 
adventure the region is renowned for, it truly is the 
perfect alpine lakeside sanctuary.

Matakauri Lodge, with its unobstructed views of the 
lake and the Remarkables range, offers 12 luxurious 
suites and villas, and the spectacular four-bedroom 
Owner’s Cottage. Each accommodation offers private 
terraces looking out to a dramatic Queenstown lakeside, 
with magnificent mountain views.

Matakauri Lodge has stylish and generous lodge 
facilities designed by renowned decorator Virginia 
Fisher, including a swimming pool, day spa and gym 
with stunning views. Matakauri Lodge offers not only 
superior facilities and furnishings, but superb food & 
wine alongside exemplary service.

Dining outside with the mountain range as 
your backdrop is extraordinary, and sure to be 
a highlight of your stay. 

why we love this property
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 Otahuna Lodge
Christchurch, South Island

An intimate, exclusive retreat set in New Zealand’s 
largest historic residence, Otahuna Lodge is surrounded 
by 30 acres of its own botanic gardens, providing an 
absolutely unique setting. 

Situated on the base of the Banks Peninsula, Otahuna 
Lodge is just a 20 minute drive from the city center of 
Christchurch, making it the ideal place from which 
to explore Canterbury. Wineries, private gardens, 
championship golf, excellent fishing and even the 
world’s rarest dolphins are all just a short drive—or 
helicopter ride—from the front door.

The lodge offers seven generous suites that retain grand 
architectural features from the 19th century, such as 
ornate wood-burning fireplaces, carved inglenooks and 
stained glass windows.

Food and wine are an integral part of the lodge experience. 
The menu celebrates the best of fresh New Zealand 
produce, with an emphasis on seasonal estate-grown 
offerings from the property’s vast working gardens. 
Honest, uncluttered flavors, the finest ingredients, and 
elegantly restrained presentation are the hallmarks of 
the Otahuna experience.

The 118-year old gardens span across the 
property, highlighting millions of bulbs of 
Daffodils. When in bloom, the color of the 
flora illuminates the surroundings.

why we love this property
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The Farm 
 at Cape Kidnappers
 Hawke’s Bay, North Island

The Lodge & Golf Course at Cape Kidnappers known 
as “The Farm,” are set on a 6,000-acre sheep and cattle 
farm. The surrounding land is reminiscent of the 
American West; only to be complemented by an 800-foot 
plunge into the Pacific. The sister property to both The 
Lodge at Kauri Cliffs and Matakauri Lodge, The Farm 
at Cape Kidnappers differentiates itself by offering one 
of the most exquisite golf courses in the world. 

On the exterior, the lodge resembles a cluster of farm 
buildings, with 22 cottages and a four-bedroom Owner’s 
Cottage. All are graciously scaled rooms, full of natural 
light and unexpected treasures. Comfort and ease 
are felt as each room takes on a character of its own 
while tastefully maintaining the rural feeling of a New 
Zealand sheep station. Spacious cottages, each with 
breathtaking views, open to large porches overlooking a 
Pacific panorama.

The lodge offers a luxury spa, heated infinity lap pool, 
hot tub, and state-of-the-art exercise room. Other rooms 
include a spacious lounge, a library which can be used 
as a private meeting room, an intimate snug, and an 
extensive wine cellar.

A uniquely New Zealand experience, The Farm 
at Cape Kidnappers is one of the best places 
in the country to track the national bird, the 
Kiwi, in its natural habitat.

why we love this property
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The Lodge
at Kauri Cliffs
Matauri Bay, North Island 

Set on 6,000 acres near Matauri Bay, Kauri Cliffs 
commands spectacular 180-degree views of the Pacific 
Ocean. Overlooking the David Harman designed 
championship Kauri Cliffs golf course, the property 
is surrounded by breathtaking views. Fifteen of the 
eighteen holes of this world-class golf course have 
spectacular views of the Pacific Ocean, six of which are 
played alongside cliffs that plunge to the sea. Adding 
more beauty to the dramatic backdrop are the inspiring 
Cavalli Islands and Cape Brett.

Featuring 22 guest suites and a two-bedroom Owner’s 
Cottage, every suite offers its own private porch to enjoy 
the spectacular surroundings. Nestled perfectly in a 
native forest overlooking the golf course and the Pacific 
Ocean, your days can easily be indulged enjoying the 
natural surroundings.

Kauri Cliffs is built in the grand colonial style with 
gorgeous living and dining rooms opening up to covered 
verandas. The accommodations at the lodge are only 
enhanced with the fabulous food and wine, creating 
an overall exceptional and luxury experience. A world-
class spa, beautifully set within a totara forest, and 
hiking trails leading to a giant kauri tree or waterfall, 
round out this extraordinary New Zealand Lodge.

why we love this property

Golf is taken to new heights as you play 
18 holes on a championship golf course 
alongside the dramatic cliff side of the 
Pacific Ocean.
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Treetops Lodge & Estate
Rotorua, North Island

Nestled in 2,500 acres of 800 year old native forest, 
award-winning Treetops Lodge & Estate is the lifelong 
dream realized by the owner and passionate naturalist, 
John Sax. This uniquely New Zealand experience is a 
sanctuary and retreat of breathtaking terrain, offering 
world-class accommodation and adventure.

Located in Rotorua, the Maori heartland and trout 
fishing capital of the world, the lodge’s elegant, ecology-
inspired architectural style is derived from the country’s 
pioneering past. Grand timber and stone finishes echo 
the natural beauty and simplicity of the great outdoors. 
Treetops offers seven streams, four lakes, on-site trout 
fishing and over 40 miles of adventure trails. Treetops 
also offers engaging family experiences including 
photography safaris, helicopter tours, geocaching 
hunts, luxury treks and visits to spectacular waterfalls.

Culinary experiences at Treetops are also above par, 
with chefs who will go above and beyond to satisfy 
every guest. From private in-villa dining opportunities, 
to hosted dining in the lodge dining room, the menu 
is composed of estate reared and produced meats and 
vegetables, and every request can be catered to. The 
decadent dining opportunities are just another aspect of 
the exceptional service and over-the-top accommodation 
that a guest can expect at Treetops.

To completely immerse yourself in the 
surroundings, venture out for a hike and 
gourmet picnic lunch set in front of a waterfall.

why we love this property
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Wharekauhau Lodge
& Country Estate
 Wairarapa, North Island

Grandeur and the gracious lifestyle of the Edwardian 
times are reflected in the incredible Wharekauhau 
Lodge & Country Estate. Situated at the heart of a 
5,500 acre working sheep station, home to one of New 
Zealand’s oldest Romney sheep studs, you will find 
Wharekauhau Lodge & Country Estate. As you wander 
into the grand lodge your eyes are immediately drawn 
to the awe-inspiring view of Palliser Bay, framed 
perfectly from every available vantage point.

A true New Zealand country hideaway of just 15 
Cottage Suites dotted around the main lodge, each with 
commanding views from their perch high on the cliff tops 
and looking out over the dramatic Pacific Ocean. While 
enjoying the magnificent views, your surroundings 
allow you to relax in absolute bliss. Featuring natural 
materials and a plethora of indulgences, Wharekauhau 
is the ultimate luxury property.

Guests can enjoy a variety of adventure focused 
activities and tours. For the more relaxed approach, a 
heated indoor swimming pool, spa treatments and an 
extensive annual food and wine event program are all 
available. With opportunities to get active, or simply 
relax and escape in a stunning setting, Wharekauahu 
makes for the perfect country retreat.

Wharekauhau is situated at the heart of a 
working sheep station, fully immersing you in 
the history and culture of the area with live 
sheep demonstrations and private tours of the 
sheep station.

why we love this property
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africa
l u x u r y

Africa evokes images of sun-drenched plains, nomadic 
tribes and vast game parks; however the continent 
offers travelers much more than just safaris and sunsets. 
To see another side of Africa, soar over the vast plains, 
journey deep within the famed national parks, or find 
yourself enchanted by unique accommodations and 
unfamiliar surroundings. 

Luxury game lodges rise out of the plains to offer 
unparalleled African safari experiences. Architecturally 
inspired by their locations, the lodges are built to the 
highest of standards while embodying the heart of their 
country’s culture.

Venture out each morning with your expert guide and 
track the Big Five, offering incredible viewing and photo 
opportunities. Morning tea and sundowners take on a 
new meaning as you indulge in both while watching 
mass migrations. Immerse yourself in the culture of 
the area with visits to nearby villages where you can 
interact with the friendly locals. No two safaris are ever 
the same; and neither are any of these luxury properties 
showcased on the following pages.
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Belmond Savute Elephant Lodge
 Chobe National Park, Botswana

Situated at the heart of a wildlife reserve, Belmond Savute Elephant Lodge is 
authentic and truly wild. The energetic pulse of Botswana is felt throughout 
the lodge and its surroundings. Located within the Chobe National Park, 
this Belmond safari lodge embodies true African style. Perched on the banks 
of the Savute Channel, the lodge offers a spectacular view of elephants in 
their natural habitat. Wild animals of all kinds can be regularly spotted 
along the water channel just meters away from the main lodge. 

The lodge hosts a group of 12 residences, each with an outdoor lounge and 
traditional thatched roof. The outdoor decks are ideal for watching the 
ever-present wildlife, especially the giant African elephant. With a nearby 
airstrip, arriving at Belmond Savute Elephant Lodge is effortless. This is a 
spectacular place to immerse yourself in Africa, while viewing indigenous 
wildlife and indulging in local cuisines.

Relaxing in the privacy of 
your residence’s private 
deck and watching the 
elephants roam in front of 
you is a truly one-of-a-kind 
experience.
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 Mateya Safari Lodge
Madikwe Game Reserve, South Africa

Nestled in the rocky outcrop of the Gabbro Hills of the luxurious Madikwe 
Game Reserve stands Mateya Safari Lodge. Home to 66 large mammal 
species and over 300 bird species, the game reserve provides the perfect 
backdrop for the lodge. Day and night game safaris from the lodge allow 
you to experience the dual sides of the beautiful plains.

The lodge accommodations consist of five individually designed luxury, 
air-conditioned suites. The rooms seamlessly blend into the natural 
surroundings while offering uninterrupted views of the nearby waterhole 
and plains. Each suite offers en suite bathrooms with an open-air shower 
and private pool decks. Whether spotting big game while walking through 
the Madikwe Game Reserve on a guided tracking safari, or sitting down to 
an evening of fine dining, each and every feature of your visit will leave 
you with the pleasure of having indulged in an unforgettable experience.

Mateya Safari Lodge 
guarantees only four 
guests per game drive, 
providing a wonderfully 
intimate safari experience.
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 Mombo Camp
Okavango Delta, Botswana

Widely recognized as one of the finest safari camps in Africa, Mombo 
Camp is Botswana’s most prominent property, offering exceptional safari 
experiences and a unique approach to hospitality. Adjoining the northern 
tip of Chief’s Island, on the Okavango Delta, is where you will find Mombo 
Camp. The camp features nine luxuriously furnished tents, each raised off 
the ground to allow game to wander freely through the camp. 

The canvas rooms are spacious and well-appointed with fine amenities. 
The dining room, lounge and living area overlook the dramatic open plains 
that frame the front of the camp. The plunge pool is perfect for relaxing on 
the warmer days, with a sundowner in hand.  Take on immersive activities 
including morning and afternoon game drives, where you are likely to see 
big cats, elephants, rhinos and more.  

Game surrounds the camp 
at all times of the year, 
one of the few lodges that 
offers impressive game 
viewing throughout all of 
the seasons.
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Royal Chundu
  Livingstone, Zambia

Royal Chundu is a sanctuary of quiet solitude and untouched beauty 
located in the heart of Livingstone, Zambia. The property was created 
in complete harmony with its natural surroundings and embraces the 
tradition and geography of the area, while incorporating stylish and 
sophisticated accommodations, excellent service and sumptuous pan-
African cuisine.

Made up of the Island Lodge and River Lodge, Royal Chundu is surrounded 
by gentle river channels and an abundance of baobab trees. Boasting 
suites and villas with amenities such as private decks and open-air baths, 
seclusion is at your fingertips. The two luxurious lodges are positioned 
on the banks of the mighty Zambezi River. The water provides a vital life 
source to the abundant wildlife in the area, bringing large animals like 
buffalo, zebra, elephant and giraffe right alongside the river. 

From June to August, Royal 
Chundu hosts an event 
allowing guests to take 
part in the Parrot Fish Run, 
an activity where you can 
attempt to catch the likes 
of prized African tigerfish 
and parrotfish.
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Royal Malewane
 Kruger National Park, South Africa

Experience the wild heart of Africa’s bushveld with luxury beyond 
compare. Royal Malewane is a luxury Kruger Park Safari Lodge in South 
Africa that exudes the romance and beauty of a bygone age while offering 
every modern-day comfort and convenience. 

Tasteful accommodation options are found in six double suites, two four-
person suites, and an ultra-luxurious six-bedroom Africa house. All of 
the accommodations radiate a home away from home feeling, with the 
sophisticated touches of an African safari lodge. 

Special dinners are one of the highlights of the Royal Malewane game 
lodge dining experience. The game lodge dining area and lounge overlook 
the waterhole, often resulting in some spectacular mealtime game viewing.

Herds of elephants are 
known to walk up to your 
deck to greet you poolside, 
for a true up-close-and-
personal experience.
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 Sabi Sabi Earth Lodge
 Sabi Sabi Private Game Reserve, South Africa

Sculpted into a slope of the earth, Sabi Sabi Earth Lodge is an African 
sanctuary symbolizing a true blend of luxury style and authentic 
experiences. Taking its cue from the surrounding environment, the lodge is 
frequently described as the most environmentally sensitive lodge in Africa.

Home to 12 ultra-luxurious suites and one presidential suite, Earth Lodge 
unveils itself in a series of sensory revelations. Each of the suites features 
individually designed furniture, a private plunge pool, and en suite glass-
fronted bathroom accompanied by both indoor and outdoor showers.

Trek off into the wilderness each morning and evening, either by an open-
style Land Rover or on foot for a walking safari. The knowledgeable game 
rangers and Shangaan trackers will lead you towards a variety of animal 
encounters and African bush immersion.

Architecture and the 
surrounding earth are 
blended seamlessly 
together to make for an 
out-of-the-ordinary and 
harmonious safari lodge 
experience.
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Serengeti Bushtops
 Serengeti National Park, Tanzania

Serengeti Bushtops is an oasis of luxury within one of the world’s most 
magical settings. A Tanzanian haven for serious safari seekers, this camp 
combines the highest quality of standards with a taste for high adventure.

Under the Serengeti Bushtops canvas lies the finest in seductive luxury, 
with 13 of the largest, most impressive tent accommodations imaginable, 
including two family tents. Each tent faces the sunset while open on two 
sides. This open-air design affords extraordinary panoramic views of the 
untouched Serengeti. When the sun goes down, gather around the campfire 
with other guests to share the stories of their day and journeys past.

The combination of superb food and drink, stylish accommodations, and 
a staff who are determined to exceed every expectation, makes Serengeti 
Bushtops a truly unique African safari experience.

Each of the luxury tents 
houses a private hot tub 
on their expansive wooden 
deck, the ultimate place 
to view the surrounding 
plains and animal life in 
total relaxation.
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Singita Pamushana Lodge
Malilangwe Wildlife Reserve, Zimbabwe

One of Africa's best kept secrets, Singita Pamushana Lodge is found within 
the Malilangwe Wildlife Reserve in southeastern Zimbabwe. Teeming with 
birds and wildlife, including rare and endangered species, this wildlife 
reserve is one of Africa’s most coveted safari destinations. The lodge is the 
ecotourism hub of this 130,000-acre reserve, and its role is to help foster the 
sustainability of the wildlife and broader ecology, while enabling guests to 
share the magic of the lodge and the Malilangwe Wildlife Reserve.

Nestled beneath the trees, the lodge incorporates the natural environment 
while the forest-like architecture enhances the views of the pool and 
the lush gardens below. Pamushana Lodge comprises six luxury suites 
and one villa, each with its own private plunge pool. Each of the superb 
accommodations offers incredible views of the lake and the exceptional 
furnishings one would expect from a Singita safari lodge.

Located in the Malilangwe 
Wildlife Reserve, the 
area surrounding Singita 
Pamushana Lodge has 
some of the highest 
concentrations of black 
rhino found anywhere in 
Africa.
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Singita Sabi Sand
 Sabi Sand Game Reserve, South Africa

Located on a privately owned game reserve adjacent to Kruger National 
Park, Sabi Sand makes up some of South Africa’s most amazing and 
pristine land. Spanning more than 45,000 acres, the reserve is renowned 
for its high concentrations of big game and frequent leopard sightings.  
Singita Sabi Sand encompasses three luxury properties, Singita Ebony 
Lodge, Singita Boulders Lodge and Singita Castleton. The lodges, each 
unique in their own right, boast features such as claw footed tubs, private 
plunge pools, game viewing decks and varied styles of design. 

Singita Ebony Lodge, located on the bank of the Sand River, combines a mix 
of European heritage with African boldness. The modern Singita Boulders 
Lodge celebrates tranquility with the use of space and light in its beautifully 
appointed designs. Lastly, the former family home of the Singita founder, now 
known as Singita Castleton, is a sole use lodge, perfect for complete exclusivity.

The Singita guides engage 
you throughout your stay, 
elaborating on tracking 
techniques, animal 
behaviors and unique 
game experiences.
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Singita Sasakwa Lodge
 Singita Grumeti, Tanzania

Infinitely luxurious and elegant, Singita Sasakwa Lodge enjoys a spectacular, 
elevated setting offering breathtaking views of the Serengeti plains within 
Tanzania’s Singita Grumeti. With its turn of the century charm and 
dignified air, it is reminiscent of a stately home with nine exquisitely styled, 
spacious one, two and three-bedroom cottages, and a four-bedroom villa. 

Each cottage has a private infinity-edge pool overlooking the plains of 
the Serengeti. The air-conditioned cottages feature a bedroom, en suite 
bathroom with bath and shower, lounge with fireplace, dressing area, 
veranda with a Swarovski spotting scope and a heated infinity pool.

It is easy to become absorbed with the abundance of wildlife, including the 
annual migration of zebra and wildebeest, widely known as the greatest 
natural spectacle on earth. 

Evenings can be spent 
watching the migrations 
from atop a nearby hill, 
with a sundowner and 
canapé in hand.
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asia
l u x u r y

Boasting a preserved culture and tradition that can be 
felt throughout this vast continent, Asia highlights an 
ambiance that flows through the region and resonates 
through everyday life. Wandering along sacred lands, 
exploring ancient temples, and engaging in local 
cultures are just a few of the immersive experiences 
that can be incorporated into a customized itinerary to 
this fascinating region of the world.

Built on the foundations of enhancing the unique 
cultural experiences of the region are exquisite luxury 
accommodations offering world-class services. No 
detail is overlooked as tradition and modernism 
blend together seamlessly throughout these exclusive 
properties. Food and wine take center stage with 
cultural infusions that utilize the dynamic flavors of 
the destination.

Nestled in pristine settings, these exceptional 
properties are completely complemented by their 
incredible surroundings. Providing the perfect base to 
explore ancient temples, iconic landmarks and sacred 
lands, it is without a doubt that a journey through 
these Asian destinations will leave you intrigued every 
step of the way.
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Aman at Summer Palace
 Beijing, China

Inhabiting a series of historic dwellings just steps from one of China's most 
iconic sites is Aman at Summer Palace. A sanctuary of peace where a sense 
of balance and tranquility pervades throughout, Aman at Summer Palace 
is a unique way to immerse yourself in China's regal past.  Located just 
outside of Beijing’s city center, Aman at Summer Palace is the ideal portal 
through which to experience this multi-faceted city, while also being able 
to retreat into ultimate relaxation.

Offering several standards of accommodation, visual references are 
inspired by the region and the Imperial Era, accompanied by furniture and 
accessories crafted from traditional materials. Simple, elegant and redolent 
of the past, rooms and suites also feature classic wooden screens and 
bamboo blinds, creating a mysterious sense of peeking through the veil of 
time to the romance of old-world China; a truly extraordinary experience.

Aman at Summer 
Palace is the ultimate 
retreat, allowing you to 
immerse yourself into the 
atmosphere of an ancient 
era with an aura of luxury.
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Amandari
 Bali, Indonesia

In the verdant hills of Ubud, the cultural heart of Bali, lies Amandari. 
Designed after a Balinese village, the property features river stone walkways, 
shrines, gardens and exceptional vistas over the island’s incredible 
landscape. Perched above the Ayung River Gorge, with views of the rice 
terraces, this property exudes culture and luxury in every way possible.

This Balinese-style getaway offers 30 suites, including 11 suites with their 
own private pool, and a three-bedroom villa.  The open-air lobby resembles 
a “wantilan”, or village meeting place, tastefully accompanied by modern 
touches. The lush surroundings and cultural immersion you will find at this 
Balinese oasis are a cultural treat for even the most experienced travelers.

Amandari is designed 
to embody a traditional 
Balinese village while 
incorporating all the luxury 
touches of a world-class 
property, creating a hub of 
true Balinese culture.
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Amanfayun
 Hangzhou, China

Hidden in a picturesque valley nestled alongside the West Lake, 
Amanfayun is surrounded by tea fields, lush forest, quaint villages and a 
pilgrimage circuit of five significant Buddhist temples.

Located along bamboo and tree-lined avenues, this secluded retreat is just 
a short distance from the center of the bustling city of Hangzhou. Once 
described by Marco Polo as 'The city of heaven', Hangzhou is still today 
regarded as the most beautiful city in China due to its tranquil West Lake, 
countless pagodas, historic temples, botanical gardens and vast wetland areas. 

Designed in the spirit of a traditional Chinese village, the property 
includes dwellings that date back over 100 years. Due to the unique nature 
of the structures, no two rooms are identical, promising an ultimately 
unique and luxurious experience.

At this exquisite property, 
you are surrounded by 
temples, adding to a 
perfectly spiritual Bhutan 
experience. The temples 
that surround the property 
add a heightened level 
of spirituality to the 
ambiance.  
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Amankora
 Kingdom of Bhutan

The sole surviving Himalayan Buddhist Kingdom, Bhutan is located 
between the Tibetan Plateau and India, making it one of the most remote 
and pristine environments on earth. Amankora, a luxury resort in Bhutan, 
is a unique circuit of lodges set throughout the Kingdom of Bhutan’s 
central and western valleys.

Aman is the only international resort group that offers its own 
accommodation and services throughout five valleys of the kingdom. 
Amankora can tailor journeys that include a combination of its lodges 
located in the valleys of Paro, Thimphu, Punakha, Gangtey and Bumthang. 
Guided treks and excursions by car and on foot are part of every Amankora 
journey, allowing guests to take in such sights as the famous Tiger's Nest 
and many other temples, monasteries and wildlife sanctuaries.

Just a day’s journey from 
Amankora is the highly 
revered monastery, Tiger’s 
Nest, where you can hike 
to this spiritual center for 
a life enriching cultural 
experience.
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Amanoi
Vinh Hy Bay, Vietnam

Named for the Sanskrit-derived word for 'peace' and noi meaning 'place,' 
Amanoi is a tranquil retreat situated on a beautiful white sand beach 
overlooking spectacular Vinh Hy Bay.

After a scenic drive through Nui Chua National Park, guests ascend a 
broad bank of stairs to Amanoi's Central Pavilion, highlighting panoramic 
views of the sea and coastline. Inside the Central Pavilion, you will find 
the restaurant, bar and an expansive terrace.

The resort includes 31 Pavilions, including 16 accompanied by private 
pools and five Aman Villas. The design of the Pavilions and Aman Villas 
fuses contemporary elegance with traditional Vietnamese architectural 
styles. The backdrop of each room is either of Nui Chua National Park, the 
lake on the property, or Vinh Hy Bay and the East Sea.

The dramatic coastline 
accentuates this property’s 
location, offering 
incredible scenic vistas 
that will change the way 
you see Vietnam.
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Amansara
 Siem Reap, Cambodia

Formerly the guest villa of King Norodom Sihanouk, Amansara is set in 
a garden compound offering 24 suites, including 12 Pool Suites featuring 
private courtyards and separate living areas. The resort is located 10 
minutes away from the entrance to Angkor. Amansara is a tranquil home 
for travelers seeking to explore a culture steeped in history and legend.

Amansara is the ideal base for travelers looking to explore the Khmer 
culture and the majestic ruins of the Angkor temple complex, with a 
variety of Cambodia temple excursions and cultural walks available as 
part of the Cambodian experience.

Only a short morning 
journey from Amansara 
is the iconic temple of 
Angkor Wat, allowing easy 
exploration of this ancient 
marvel.
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Four Seasons Tented Camp 
Golden Triangle
  Chiang Rai, Thailand

Accessible only by riverboat and set within the Golden Triangle amid 
Thailand's exotic bamboo jungles where three countries meet, awaits a 
one-of-a-kind experience. With just 15 tented accommodations, the Four 
Seasons Tented Camp Golden Triangle covers every detail, from elephant 
mahout training to Golden Triangle excursions.

A remote and luxurious way to experience cultural northern Thailand, 
there are countless traditional Thai experiences in which to indulge. With 
the accommodations spaced at a comfortable distance from each other 
to allow for total privacy, the resort lies on a hillside trail overlooking 
the Ruak River, Myanmar, the mountains of Laos, and the jungles of 
the Golden Triangle. Daily, you can connect with Asian elephants in 
their natural habitat as you embark on bareback elephant treks in your 
traditional mahout outfit.

Traveling through the lush 
jungles on elephant back 
is truly the adventure of a 
lifetime; opening up your 
eyes to a completely new 
mode of transportation. 
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 One&Only Reethi Rah
North Malé Atoll, Maldives

Situated on one of the largest islands within the Maldives, One&Only 
Reethi Rah is an elegant lifestyle resort perfect for well-traveled guests 
seeking an exotic getaway, romantic honeymoon, or for spending time 
with family.

You will enjoy an unsurpassed degree of privacy on large terraces, stretches 
of beach, basking nets, or individual swimming pools, depending on your 
villa of choice. All guests have a dedicated Concierge and assigned Villa 
Valet, the ultimate amenity to ensure your every expectation is met.

Occupying their own stretch of sandy shore, the 96 Beach Villas are 
secluded within lush tropical greenery and afford direct views of the ocean 
with access to a private beach.  Nowhere else in the Maldives is there a 
resort with this much space and exclusivity.

One&Only Reethi Rah 
provides the perfect 
opportunity to enjoy the 
true beauty of the Maldives 
with breathtaking sunset 
cruising activities.
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The Nam Hai
Hoi An, Vietnam

The unique and gracious culture of central Vietnam combines with The 
Nam Hai’s unprecedented splendor to deliver one of the world’s foremost 
luxury experiences. This stunning, all-villa resort, located on pristine Hoi 
An Beach, features 60 bedroom retreats as well as 40 two to five-bedroom 
residences, each with a private infinity pool.

Resort guests at this award-winning property enjoy impeccable service 
amid lush landscaping and unobstructed views of the sea. The serene spa, 
rated among the world’s best, gourmet cuisine, and abundant recreational 
pursuits including an 18-hole Colin Montgomerie Golf Course, are just a 
taste of all that you will savor at The Nam Hai. 

Located nearby the 
historic citadels and royal 
tombs, this property’s 
location is perfect for daily 
adventures and cultural 
experiences, all while 
being able to retreat back 
to luxury and relaxation as 
you please.
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Trisara
Phuket, Thailand

Trisara, meaning  "the third garden in heaven," is a Phuket resort experience 
located within a beautiful tropical forest along the island's northwestern 
coastline. Featuring spacious villas and private residences, this property 
emanates Phuket’s sophisticated and natural northwestern coastline, a 
wonder to see in itself.

Attention to detail defines the experience throughout the property, 
including natural grey marble infinity pools in all villas and suites that 
overflow toward the Andaman Sea and its spectacularly vibrant sunsets. 
Renowned for authentic and beautifully elegant dining experiences, spa 
treatments and imaginative surroundings, Trisara guarantees warm Thai 
service throughout every aspect of your stay.

The land of smiles is truly 
exhibited at this luxury 
property, where your 
stay is enhanced by the 
staff who make your visit 
absolutely unforgettable. 
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Luxury
is only
limited
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imagination.
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